Read the Present tense sentence, and then make a Past, Present, and Future “ing” question:

EXAMPLE: Maunella tells a long story.

Past “ing” question: Was Maunella telling a long story? (use “was” for Past Tense)
Present “ing” question: Is Maunella telling a long story? (use “is” for Present tense)
Future “ing” question: Will Maunella be telling a long story? (use “will be” for Future Tense)

1) Malcom hits a ball.
   Past “ing” question: __________________________________________________?
   Present “ing” question: ____________________________________________?
   Future “ing” question: ____________________________________________?

2) Tom chases the cat.
   Past “ing” question: __________________________________________________?
   Present “ing” question: ____________________________________________?
   Future “ing” question: ____________________________________________?

3) Noel looks at Moso Island.
   Past “ing” question: __________________________________________________?
   Present “ing” question: ____________________________________________?
   Future “ing” question: ____________________________________________?

4) Julie Grace runs to Ulei School.
   Past “ing” question: __________________________________________________?
   Present “ing” question: ____________________________________________?
   Future “ing” question: ____________________________________________?

5) Anthony calls his friend.
   Past “ing” question: __________________________________________________?
   Present “ing” question: ____________________________________________?
   Future “ing” question: ____________________________________________?